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It is very easy to go through life taking photographs of the places we visit
and the things we see, and being very happy doing so. Which is perfectly
fine. But the result is simply a (vast) collection of photographs with no
real purpose or cohesion, other than being an amalgamated record of
our experiences. To give our photography direction and cohesion takes
great effort and thought. It requires patience and a purpose. It is harder.
However, the results are worth the effort. Once completed, each project
becomes a group of images that hold together, that flow and resonate with
each other. By displaying them as a cohesive project our audience gets
a glimpse of our vision and purpose. They more clearly see something
of the world in the way we see it. They may even feel they pick up some
message from the story we tell, be it simple or complex, profound or
whimsical. Whatever, our images will have greater impact when displayed
in this way.
Photographer, educator and social networker, Rob Knight, has done just
this with his “Dark Vision” project. Indeed, he has not been satisfied
with simply offering us a collection of images that work well together
in an exhibition. He has developed his project to broaden its scope and
influence in several other ways.
Rob really knows how to use just about every media channel around
to the full to expand the reach of his work and broaden its affect.
Collaborating with two creative writers, Steve Devonport and Dan Ladle,

who have both used the images to fuel their imaginations to produce
fictional pieces has introduced an interesting dimension to the project.
Add to this the use of audio and video and you have an experience with
real scope which goes well beyond your usual photographic exhibition.
This use of collaboration and multi-channel media runs true with Robs
devotion to promoting photography as a medium. He tirelessly works,
along with his partner, Karen, to introduce new photographers to
exhibiting and works to develop the skills of others selflessly and for this
he is to be admired and applauded.
It is the images which are at the core of the “Dark Visions” project. Five
years in the making, Rob has distilled his images down to the core by
choosing very diliberatly to present them in monochrome. The removal
of colour takes away distraction and focuses the eye on shape, form, line,
contrast and texture. It forces the mind to see detail and not be simply
amused and delighted by ‘pretty’ colour and light. It simplifies the images
giving them a presence and mood.
In “Dark Visions”, Rob has concentrated his lens mainly on subjects
where man is interacting with world, be it in urban settings or on the
edge of wilderness. In many of the images mans hand can be seen, along
with the effects of time, weather and the wild landscape. In other images
man is removed and we are left seeing the wild places where mans
intervention is less obvious.
Any artist will tell you, it takes courage to present your work to the world.
We lay ourselves bare and open ourselves up to critiscism and as a result
the majority never take the step of exhibiting and publishing their work.
Rob is a great example of a photographer who is driven to make images,
but not only that, is determined to continue to forge forward in his own
personal development as an artist and is prepared to take that brave step
of revealing himself to us. “Dark Visions” is the next great milestone in
his path.

DARK VISIONS
The Exhibition

Introduction
Dark Visions is a an exhibition of monochrome photography by
landscape photographer and photographic educator Rob Knight.
It is based around a five year project exploring the vision, feeling and
mood we both simultaneously experience and creatively define in our
interaction as humans with the landscape around us.
Dark Visions explores how personal interpretation of our environment
defines our creative vision and will feature a unique collaboration with
two writers (Steve Devonport & Dan Ladle) who have created original
pieces of writing fuelled by their interpretation of Rob’s images.
Dark Visions seeks to provide a mixed media experience drawing
together through collaboration photography and writing as creative arts
and will also feature both video and audio to encapsulate the audience
within this landscape vision.
Rob will present his ‘The Experiential Landscape’ talk at the special
launch event on 27th September 2014 further examining the personal
creative journey we all explore and how we tell our story through our
photographic creations.
Dark Division

Bank Side

DARK VISIONS
The Images

Dark Angel

Dark Brutalism

Dark Currents

Dark Division

Dark Forest

Dark Decay

Dark Dwelling

Dark Futures

Dark End

Dark Falls

Dark Lost

Dark Ghostly

Dark Graffiti

Dark Light

Dark Power

Dark Nab

Dark Pier

Dark Tunnel

Dark Reflections

Dark Steel

Dark Road

Dark Solitude

Dark Structure

Dark Swell

Dark Swell II

Dark Voyage

Dark Twisted

Dark Tranquility

Dark View

DARK VISIONS
The Words

ONE

He furrowed his brow and cocked his head
slightly to the left.
“Yes?”
Jameson stepped through the opened lab door
“Be a good fellow and lower your voice, you
and faltered in his step as his sense of smell
know I don’t like shouting.”
was assaulted with the pungent, spicy, and
acrid aromas coming from the array of beakers, He strode boldly over to where she was
burettes, and pipets strewn across the bench in determined to remind her of who was in charge.
“Now look here Dickov…”
front of him.
“Jameson press the enter key on the keyboard,
“Hey Dickov you in here?”
The silence was broken with a steady hiss of gas but only when I tell you”
Jameson stopped short of crashing into her arm
emanating from the Bunsen Burners.
as it flailed wildly in front of him in a downwards
“No, go away.”
He looked towards the back of the lab, where her direction; his eyes followed her arm, hand, and
then her index finger to the keyboard.
response seemed to originate from, the lack of
regard for expensive lab equipment really irked “You mean this silver keyboard?”
“Of course, if I meant another I would point at
the bureaucrat in him.
“Tough I want to speak with you now, and why that one and not the silver one, Christ Jameson
do you continue this game of pretending to be a do I have to do everything around here!?”
His lips tightened, his brow furrowed as he
chemist.”
pressed his left hand across it tighter and tighter.
“Can’t it wait? I’m kinda busy you know!”
He held his breath and mentally counted down
“Yeah and that’s what I want to talk to you
to zero, ensuring his heart rate had slowed just
about.”
“I guess you’d better come back here then…and enough.
“No, of course not, I know what you said…”
Jameson…”

Dickov scanned the numbers, she could feel the
excitement building within her, as row after row
of numbers began to fill the screen a tingling
sensation began to build in her feet. A few
seconds later the screen was filled with a blur as
numbers flew up the screen.
Dickov stood up sharpish clenched her fists
threw her right hand up into the air and shouted,
“Yes it’s working.” She spun around to face him,
Jameson took a deep breath, only when had it all stood on her tiptoes, and threw her arms around
escaped through clenched teeth did he respond, him giving him a big hug.
He heard her say something but it was muffled as
“Yes and yes.”
her face was buried against his suit and her grip
“Press the button now Jameson!”
was strong; he pulled her away from him, looked
The shrill in her voice snapped him out of the
down at her, and asked, “What?”
self-induced calming techniques he stabbed at
I said, “I knew I was right.” She would have been
the enter key with his index finger, was slightly
jumping for joy at this point but she remembered
off centre, and hit the shift key immediately
she was still hugging him – so she let go and
below it at the same time.
started jumping around him.
Dickov stared at the monitors as they first
“What the…” was about all he could manage as
blanked everything and then they remained
blanked for what seemed like an eternity, at first he stood there watching this woman jump up
a single row of numbers arranged in 4 columns and down, his eyes wandering everywhere.
It quickly became apparent to him, by his
appeared at the bottom of the screen; then
physical reaction, that he’d forgotten what it felt
another row, followed by a third row.
Without leaving her crouching position Dickov
looked upwards over her left shoulder, smiled at
him, raised her eyebrows, and said, “Then be a
good chap and press the enter key when I say so.”
Dickov turned her attention back to the
computer.
“Are you ready? You do know how important
this is don’t you?”

like to be hugged by a woman.
He pulled her closer into him and bent his face
down towards her.
“Jameson what are you…oh no you don’t”
the stinging in his cheek was intensified as he
touched it, “Ouch that hurt!”
“If you don’t want another you’d better let me go
sharpish!”
The anger in her voice brought his amorous
intentions to an abrupt end.
“I’m sorry, I don’t know what came over me.”
“Well I do, now let me go.”
“Err, yes of course, sorry.” He released her and
she stumbled backwards.
Mortified by her rejection Jameson spun on his
heels and made for the lab door as quickly as he
could. As he reached the door he heard Dickov
shout, “…and organise a meeting in 15 minutes
I want to speak to the team before the Christmas
party.”
He passed through the door and allowed it to
shut behind him, as he headed off back to his
own office his head was still reeling from her
rejection, how could he have been so wrong?

TWO
Jameson rose from his chair as the last of them
filtered into the room, he could still feel the heat
from where Dickov had slapped him less than
half an hour ago, he raised both hands in front of
him with his fingers splayed and started to lower
than raise them in a steady motion, “Ok quiet
down everyone let’s get this meeting started shall
we.”
He looked around, people were still engaging in
their conversations.
He slumped back into his chair, looked over at
Dickov and shrugged his shoulders; she stared
right back at him, sighed and shook her head.
Dickov stood, pushed the chair away from her
with the back of her legs, it scraped against the
floor. She cleared her throat, “If you want your
Christmas party can I have some quiet?”
The room fell silent.
“Thank you, now I can tell you why you are all
here, at 10.43am today with Jameson’s invaluable
help I completed the latest of my simulations…”
Fellow scientists and technicians alike looked at

Jameson, he looked back and saw the surprise
and doubt written across they’re faces.
“…the results appear conclusive, we can…”
Jameson sat motionless as those seating pushed
themselves away from the tables, knocked their
chairs over, stood, and joined with their standing
neighbours who were shouting, cheering, and
hugging the people near them.
He watched a knot of people grow at the door
as everyone decided to leave and start the
Christmas party early.
Jameson looked around the empty room until he
met Dickov’s gaze.
“Have we done it?” he asked.
Dickov looked down at the plastic table, brushed
her hand across its surface clearing away the dust
and said, “Yes Jameson we’ve done it.”
Jameson put his hands on the edge of the table
and pushed himself away, the wheels on his chair
carried him smoothly away from the table, he
stood, “I have to report this.”
She remained seated as she watched him walk
around the table, weaving an irregular path
between the chairs strewn over the floor, towards

the door.
“Before you go I need to ask you something.”
He came to a stop, her voice sounded cracked,
strained almost as if the words were foreign
to her. He took a moment to compose himself
before he turned around.
“Yes what is it?” he asked.
She filled her lungs, held her breath for a few
seconds, exhaled slowly and asked “Can you give
me 48 hours?”
“You know I can’t, not even you can expect me
to keep this a secret. My god Dickov you’ll win a
Nobel Prize, you’ll be a hero.”
Dickov stood, moved to within a few feet of him,
and said, “I’m not asking you to keep it a secret
all I want is a little time to run a few more tests.”
“I don’t know, if it gets out that I delayed my
report…”
His voice did nothing to cover his nervousness.
She watched him glance towards the open door,
he started to back away from her. Dickov moved
closer to him their chests were touching, she
looked up into his eyes and said, “Please Jameson

give me 24 hours I’ll even help you fill in your
report.”
He broke away from the closeness and turned his
back on her.
“Jameson what’s wrong?”
“Nothing I...you’ve got 24 hours.”
Dickov shot past him and out of the room
without so much as a side glance, he felt
emotionally drained.
He closed the door and started for his office. As
he reached his office and walked through the
open door a sense of weariness and exhaustion
started to weigh down on him.
He shut the door behind him sat down in his
chair, pulled open the lower left draw of his desk,
and pulled out the half full bottle of Clonmel
Single Malt and the glass. He placed both on his
desk.
He stared at the bottle, it didn’t move nor did it
tell him what he should do next, this decision
was down to him.
He rubbed his right hand against his chin and
felt that first impression of stubble.
His left hand reached out for the bottle.

THREE
She knew exactly where she was going as she
rushed through the open door, her eyes taking
in the vast array of computer components
seemingly strewn at random across the benches
against the walls.
A couple of steps into the lab and she was
wincing at the pain in her left foot, she looked
down at the full water barrel that she had just
kicked.
Wincing at the pain in her big toe she cursed
herself for wearing her soft leather slip-ons.
“Nico, where are you?” she listened for a
response, heard a noise to her left that sounded
like it had come from behind a row of floor
to ceiling high cabinets, after a painful but
thankfully small number of steps she peered
around the cabinets and caught sight of her
prize.
He looked up at her, “Hiya Dickov you looking
for something?”
She watched his facial expressions change from
surprise, to happiness, and to rest on suspicion.
“Yes, you now!”

Looking at her he caught sight of a faint smile on
her lips and that irked him.
“Maybe later eh? Can’t you see I’m partying …
unless you want to join me?”
The leeriness and slurring in his voice put
Dickov on her guard. The empty whisky bottle
lying on the floor between his legs merely
confirmed to her that she would be wise not to
press this further.
She averted her eyes from the location of the
whiskey bottle and made a mental note of the
large number of chocolate wrappers and empty
crisp packets that surrounded the large, unkempt
and greasy looking man.
“Very funny Nico, but without me you wouldn’t
be partying.”
The sneer in her voice combined with her words
were too much of a barb for him, “…and without
my computers you wouldn’t have any success, so
go f…”
She raised her hands in mock surrender, “Ok
Nico, you win, now listen, I need you to do one
small thing for me then I’ll leave you alone…I

promise.”
He crammed the last of his chocolate bars into
his mouth, closed it, and began chewing fast.
He brushed the crumbs of food from off his lab
coat and got to his feet by virtue of using the
computer cabinets as a climbing frame.
“What do you want?”
She wafted her hand under her nose in the vain
hope she could quell the stench of his breath; it
was all she could do stop herself from retching.
“I need you to re-run my latest simulation.”
Nico had started swaying and it took him a few
seconds of him shaking his head and blinking
rapidly before he responded, “Why? It works.”
Her pulse quickened, her mouth tightened,
and her forehead began to crease, “Because
you buffoon I need to run it on the facilities
computer. Now stop acting like a complete idiot
and get it loaded!”
He shook his head trying to bring reality back
into focus.
Slap!
The stinging feeling however brought everything
back into focus.

“Why you, I should…”
She had enraged the beast and it was striding
towards her.
She raised her hands in protection and took a
step backwards and to the left not knowing or
really caring what she was going to step on.
Her left leg banged against one of the benches,
which momentarily drew her eyes away from the
lumbering brute heading slowly towards her and
to the bench, where she spied a beaker full of
clear liquid.
She reached down towards the beaker with her
left hand, fumbled before grasping it, and threw
the contents at him.
The liquid hit him full in the face, the surprised
look on his face coupled with the sudden halt to
his walking brought a wry smile to her face.
“Nico just stop and think about what you’re
about to do.”
“Urrgh water, you crazy bitch don’t you know
how dangerous water is around computers?” He
took a step forward…
Dickov raised her hands in front of her, “Look
Nico I’m sorry but you’ve been drinking and I

didn’t think you were in a fit state.”
Her words were like barbs to him, he felt his
heart quicken and blood pressure begin to rise.
Taking his time to wipe the water from his face
allowed him to take a deep breath and exhale
slowly.
“You’re wrong Dickov I’m more than capable of
running any of your stupid little experiments.”
The relief she felt as she heard his words filled
her with renewed belief that things were heading
in the right direction.
“Excellent, meet me in my office.”
He heard himself say, “Sure no problem.” Inside
he couldn’t understand how she’d managed to get
him to agree to her request, He thought of how
much he hated that woman and why was she
smiling like that?
With a smile she turned her back on him and
made for the open door avoiding as much of
the rubbish on the floor as she could. As she got
within touching distance of the door she could
have sworn she heard him say something.

FOUR
Leaving Nico behind she reflected on how
relatively easy it had been to manipulate these
so-called men; she also noted how satisfied it
made her feel.
She checked her watch and made for the gym.
Her feeling of satisfaction subsided as each step
brought her closer to the next person.
She reached the gym doors noting that the 3
black horizontal stripes of rubber running across
the bottom third of each door had been damaged
and partially removed.
The impact between the glass window and
her right hand was minimal as she pushed the
door away from her. She maintained her stride
through the doorway and beyond as the door
swung shut behind her.
The gym was empty, the various treadmills,
cross-cycles, rowing machines, and weight
resistance machines were testament to this.
She rolled her eyes upwards to the ceiling closed
them and let out a long sigh as she walked
further into the gym across the polished wooden
floor.

Dickov stepped into the changing rooms opened
her mouth to speak, stopped dead in her tracks,
and stared at who was coming towards her.
Her eyes roamed over the body of the woman
coming out of the showers naked, apart from the
hand towel she was using to dry her face.
Dickov was mesmerised how the water clung
to the woman’s body and made it shine under
the lights. Snapping back to reality she cleared
her throat rather loudly, turned her back on
Anderson and forced her breathing to slow
down.
“Oh, hiya Dickov what are you doing down here?
I thought you would be upstairs partying?”
Julie Anderson’s voice sounded like a beautiful
melody to Dickov, and she had to pinch the skin
on the back of her right hand very hard to bring
her mind back to the task at hand. “Anderson
I…”
“Julie please.”
“Julie I need you to do something for me?”
“Are you alright Dickov your voice sounds quite
shaky?”

Dickov’s body almost gave itself away with a
slight tremor as Julie Anderson placed a warm,
yet firm, hand on her left shoulder. “I guess I’m
feeling a little tired from all the excitement over
the last couple of hours.”
“Okay, so what is it you want from me…and why
won’t you turn around?”
Dickov took a step away, “Are you dressed?”
The nervousness in Dickov’s voice surprised
Anderson, “I will be in a minute…sorry I didn’t
think...” The question remained unfinished as she
dried herself and then dressed, “…all done, you
can turn around now.”
Dickov turned to face her colleague and smiled.
“Now what is it you want?” There was more than
a hint of intrigue in Anderson’s voice and the
open smile relaxed Dickov more than usual.
“I need you to help Nico and myself with the
next stage of my experiment.”
“Next stage? But I thought…oh wait a minute
you want to upload it to the main computer
hence why you need Nico’s help…but why do
you need my help, I’m just a technician.”
The cautious overtones in Anderson’s voice

confirmed to Dickov that she had chosen the
right person.
Dickov smiled, “You really are a sharp cookie
Julie, you’re wasted as a technician.”
The smile and compliment made Julie Anderson
feel good and warm inside, “Thanks, but you
haven’t answered my question.”
Both women stood there for a few seconds
smiling at each other; Dickov was weighing up
how much she could trust the woman standing
opposite her; Anderson couldn’t work out why
Dickov needed her specific help.
“Julie I’ll be honest with you, after my latest
research I believe we can achieve something…
something so spectacular that I’ve only dared
dreamed of…
“Heather, I can call you that can’t I? You’re going
to have to enlighten me as I thought you had just
achieved the impossible.”
“What if I told you that with a few tweaks to the
experiment I believe we can travel through time
as well as space?”
Julie Anderson stumbled backwards and sat
down with a bump onto the bench, she looked

help me, so play nice and get along with her…”
He did was raised his hands in mock surrender
and said, “Ok Dickov have it your way, now why
don’t you tell me what’s really going on?”
“Julie shut the door behind you.”
She walked them both through her theory to
manipulate both time and space. It wasn’t too
long into her speech that Dickov watched Julie
Anderson slump down into her chair with a
resigned look on her face.
FIVE
The intense concentration on Nico’s face and the
“Uhh there you are and what is she doing here?” glazed look of Julie Anderson struck Dickov like
the two women looked at each other with wide a thunder bolt, she realised there was no point
going much further with her theory, “…thus
eyed, neither could understand the hostility in
creating a time telescope.”
his voice.
The room was silent, however the facility wasn’t
“She has a name Nico and it’s Julie Anderson.”
and this distracted Dickov to the point where
Dickov spat back at him.
“I know, that’s not what I asked!” His challenge she looked out through the windows of her office
at the dark grey, low hanging clouds moving
to her authority riled Dickov.
ominously through the sky.
Dickov stopped and glared at the man who
“You’re serious about this aren’t you?”
was sitting behind her desk eating yet more
chocolate. God this guy is arrogant she thought Dickov looked over at where Julie Anderson was
sitting, “I never joke about my work Julie, you’ll
to herself, she exhaled, and responded to his
challenge, “Technician Anderson has agreed to come to understand that.”
up at the woman standing a few feet away with
wide eyes and an open mouth.
Heather Dickov walked over to her looked into
her eyes, “Julie please close your mouth it is so
un-lady like!”, and closed her mouth for her with
the index finger of her right hand.
“Come on we’ve history to make, and yes you
can call me Heather.”

Dickov turned her gaze towards Nico, she was
expecting a debunking of her theory.
He said nothing, he just sat there alternating
between furrowing his forehead and raising his
eyebrows.
“Has anyone got any thoughts on where or when
we should point the time telescope?
The silence and blank looks on their faces told
her all she needed to know.
“Guess I’ll go first then…I think we should
point it into the future and watch space ships fly
between the planets, maybe we’ll get lucky and
see something really special.
Nico, what about you?”
“Mmm why don’t we go back to the time of the
resurrection of our lord Jesus Christ and prove
without a doubt he was the son of god?”
Dickov looked at him as she absorbed what she
had learnt about the man.
“Jeez Nico you’re not pulling any punches are
you?”
He smiled, “You did ask.”
Dickov looked over at Julie and asked, “Dare I
ask what you think?”

Julie Anderson looked down at her tightly
clamped hands, took a deep breath, and said,
“I think we should point this ‘time telescope’
of yours at a place we already know something
about.”
“Do you have any suggestions?” Dickov asked.
“How about the tower blocks near this facility,
where I grew up?”
Before anyone could speak a loud double knock
on the door shook all of them out of their
thinking.
“Jeez Jameson you look rough.”
“Yeah thanks Anderson you don’t look that
hot yourself! I came to see how you were
progressing?”
“We’re discussing where and when we should
point the time telescope…””
He turned his attention towards Dickov,
dismissing Julie Anderson with a single flick of
his hand, “Dickov have you decided where you’re
pointing this thing?”
Watching Jameson dismiss Julie like that raised
Dickov’s blood pressure a little more.
“I believe so, we’re going with Julie’s idea of

keeping things local and working with what we
know.”
“Really? No aiming for the stars? Okay it’s your
call”, he turned on his heels headed for the door,
“I’ll add it to my report!” passed through the
open door and slammed the door shut behind
him.
“Wow thanks for the support Heather.”
Both of them looked over at Nico daring him to
disagree, he just stared back at them.
“Good that’s settled, now let’s make the future a
reality.
SIX
Dickov let out a sigh and said, “I’m bored”. For
the first time, as she looked around her office,
she realised how plain and lacking it was in
personal touches – boring.
She looked over at him seated at her computer
with his back towards her his head hung low
between his shoulders; the non-stop clickclacking of the keyboard was beginning to
irritate her.
He stopped typing, his neck straightened, she

heard him crack his knuckles, and watched him
push back into his chair. He stretched his arms
as high as he possible could; he held them wide
apart for a few seconds.
Before she could ask he resumed his previous
position and the click-clacking resumed.
Dickov turned her gaze towards Anderson and
was surprised to see her looking straight back
smiling, “What?”
“I need your help, if you don’t mind?”
“Depends.” Dickov felt guilty for her off-handed
response as she watched the smile drain from
Julie Anderson’s face.
“I’ll keep this simple, you can watch your
experiment on your rather small and inferior
computer monitor or you can help me acquire
one of the large high-definition wall mounted
TV’s. Your choice?”
“…and another thing, we’ll need an HDMI
cable.”
“A what cable?”
“Don’t worry about it, I know what we need, now
come with me.”
Upon their arrival back into her office, with the

high-def. monitor carried between them, Dickov
looked over at Nico – he was still hunched over
the workstation.
Dickov felt her heart sink as she said, “I guess
we’ll have to fix this to the wall ourselves?”
“Why would you say that?”
Julie Anderson watched as Dickov flicked her
head towards Nico, “Because his lordship over
there hasn’t even noticed we left, never mind
returned with something so heavy.”
“If it’s that heavy then let’s put it down on the
desk near your computer, and don’t worry we
don’t need to mount it on the wall the desk is
good enough.”
The large, heavy monitor, slipped from Dickov’s
grasp and was dropped onto the desk with a
small bang.
“Hey watch what you’re doing!”
“Cool it Nico, Heather can I have that cable
now?”
Dickov handed the cable to her, took a couple of
steps backwards, and watched as both of them
went about their respective tasks.
Nico was hunched over the computer as

Anderson powered up the monitor, Dickov
watched her as she walked over towards her.
“There’s nothing to see, are you sure you’ve
connected it correctly?”
“Patience Heather, it’s working as expected.”
“So why isn’t there a picture?”
“Because there’s nothing to see.”
“There will be soon.”
Anderson turned around upon hearing his voice,
she watched him stand and stretch in a single
motion, his arms continued to rise well above
his head as he moved his shoulders in a circular
motion.
Dickov stepped to one side of Anderson and
said, “Sorry Nico, what did you say?”
“I’m done, all finished, the facilities computer
has been prepped; it’s over to you now.”
She walked towards her computer waving her
hands shooing him away, “Are we connected?”
“Yes.”
It took her a few seconds to locate the simulation
code, “you need to upload this.” she said to him.
“And why can’t you do it?”

“Because I don’t know how to.”
“It’s easy, just drag your program over to the
folder I created on your desktop and the rest will
happen.”
“Ahh that makes sense, done that, now what?”
“Wait until the progress bar completes, then it’s
ready to go.”
SEVEN
“Nico, Dickov here, are you ready?”
The static in his headphones was driving him
nuts; he pressed the switch down hard, “Yeah I’m
ready, tell me again Dickov why in god’s name do
we have to use a walkie-talkie?”
“I don’t want anything running on the
facilities computer that could compromise
my experiment, and make sure all the other
functions are routed to the smaller computers.”
She ripped off the headset, threw it down against
the desk, looked over at Julie Anderson and
asked, “You ready?”
Julie Anderson looked up, smiled and gave a
thumbs up.
Heather Dickov was already aware of what she

had achieved – but it was only now on the verge
of starting her latest experiment did she dare to
dream.
Clunk, was the sound the Enter key made as
Dickov pressed it down.
The screen cleared leaving a single window on
the desktop conspicuous by the lack of activity.
“Now what?”
Dickov looked across at Julie Anderson, raised
her eyebrows, smiled, and said, “Its running.”
The radio headset crackled, she picked it up
placed it against an ear and heard him shouting
something.
“…unusual readings from the quantum state
machine down here...”
She pressed the talk button, “Okay Nico, come
on up.”
Dickov looked at Anderson, smiled, held up the
headset and shrugged her shoulders.
Julie Anderson returned the smile and said,
“Were you expecting something to be visible by
now?”
“Not really, to be honest, I wouldn’t be surprised

if we don’t see anything at all.”
“Yo Anderson, Dickov, what you staring at?”
“Why don’t you come and take a look?” Dickov
asked.
Nico walked over towards where the two women
were standing, as he approached the big screen
his smile disappeared as he realised there was
nothing to see, “What? I don’t see anything, is
that some kind of joke?”
“What did you expect, fireworks?”
“Sorry to disappoint you Nico but the last time
I ran this baby of mine it took nearly five hours
to complete, and that was only looking to bring
together two points in space.”
Minutes turned into hours, all conversations
between the three of them ceased. All that
could be heard inside the lab was the steady
unrelenting sound of static coming from the
speakers of the hi-def monitor.
The facility was eerily quiet.
“What the…is that supposed to happen?”
“What you got there Julie?” Dickov asked,
rubbed her eyes vigorously with one hand whilst
using the other to steady herself as she rose from

her seat and walked over to Anderson.
“I’m not sure, the static’s been replaced by
something.”
Her second statement caught Nico’s attention, he
shook his head, drank his cold coffee, thought
about walking over to Anderson, discarded that
idea, and instead rolled himself over to her in his
chair, “Urrgh what is that, Dickov have you seen
this before?”
“No I haven’t!”
“Julie can you adjust the graphics and bring
some focus to the image, and Nico can you
access the facilities computer from this work
station?”
“Yes but…”
“Good dump all the log files onto this
workstation now.”
EIGHT
“I’ve done everything I can, if you want greater
clarity then you’ll need to provide a cleaner input
signal.”
“Mmm, thanks Julie, I’m assuming you checked
the HDMI cable?”

“Sure, give me two minutes.”
“Done.”
Dickov turned in her chair to face him, forced
Dickov raised her head from her computer
a smile, and said, “Thanks, can you execute the
monitor, sat back in her chair, and rubbed her
changes for me?”
eyes with her palms for a few seconds.
She looked over at Nico, held out her tablet and He glared at Dickov, without looking he reached
said, “I want you to make the following changes.” back and with his left index finger hit the enter
key.
He walked over to Dickov snatched the tablet
They gathered around the giant monitor as it
from her outstretched hand, and made his way
cleared to black and the sound of the static faded
over to the other workstation.
away to nothing.
“Hey careful Nico, you nearly ripped my hand
At the same time they all saw the grey, swirling,
off.”
gaseous shapes form.
“Yeah, yeah, so sue me!”
“Julie quickly refocus the monitor!”
Julie Anderson decided that she had had
enough of this man’s insolence, “Hey Nico, calm With the speed and dexterity of an experienced
technician, and a few clicks of the mouse, Julie
down and apologise to Heather before you do
Anderson brought the grey fuzzy images into
anything.”
focus.
Nico sat down, turned in his chair to face the
Nico was the first to speak, “Oh my god, what’s
women, and asked, “Look, do you want us to
happened, why are all the windows smashed
sit here, waste time arguing over something so
petty, or do you want me to make these changes in the tower block; and why is there so much
rubbish blowing around?”
so we can re-run the experiment?”
Julie Anderson saw the burnt out shells of
“It’s ok Julie; Nico just make the changes will
vehicles stacked sometimes three high against
you?”
“Of course, it was the first thing I checked.”

the base of the tower blocks. She whispered, “I
know this place.”
Dickov was the last to speak, “More importantly
when did this happen?”
Silence dominated the lab as they all took in
the scene of devastation, abandonment, and
destruction that greeted them from the future.
Dickov closed her eyes from the horrific scene
before her, when she opened them again both
Nico and Anderson were staring at her but with
different expressions.
Julie Anderson began to cry.
“Heather turn it off please, for me, turn it off ”
Dickov looked back at the monitor to make sure
it wasn’t a dream…it wasn’t, the image was rock
steady, she could actually see rubbish blowing
across the ground.
NINE
Julie Anderson couldn’t stem the flow of her
tears, she was alternating between whimpering
and sobbing.
Nico watched Anderson blubbering away,
he turned his attention to Dickov and asked,

“What’s gotten into her?”
“I have no idea, it’s not like this is the only
future.”
Upon hearing Heather dismiss her emotions as
nothing she decided that she couldn’t stay here
in this room staring at the future knowing what
was going to happen.
Her survival instincts kicked in and she fled
through the open door, She turned left out of
the office and ran down the corridor – her goal
already decided.
She turned left at the next junction and skidded
round the corner and bowled into a group of
several party revellers.
“Hey there Anderson careful you could have
hurt someone.” The admonishment in his voice
did nothing to sway her from her goal. Instead
she looked down at the woman sprawled on the
floor determined there were no obvious injuries
and continued onwards picking up her running
speed.
She could see her goal at the end of the corridor,
the fire escape doors, she doubled her speed.

Thud, her left shoulder took the full impact as
she hit the fire doors hard, very hard.
The doors burst open, the sunlight burst into her
red eyes – she was blinded – she fell to her knees.
Her breathing was deep, forceful even, as she
consumed vast amounts of oxygen.
Every breath brought pain flooding into her
mind, reminding her of the price she had paid to
obtain her goal.
Less than a minute had fully passed before Julie
Anderson’s training kicked in; she began the
techniques she had been taught to bring her
breathing under control and to force out of her
mind the pain.
She opened her eyes, slowly at first, then a little
further, upon the ground beneath her she saw
green grass of differing lengths; this grass is
uncut, she told herself.
With her eyes open and the pain in her shoulder
manageable Julie Anderson raised herself to her
feet and stared at the steep grassy hill in front of
her.
As she stared at the top of the hill she noted how
bright the late winter sunshine was.

Small pieces of paper were being blown all
around her, how odd she thought.
Julie Anderson climbed the steep hill slowly at
first, the pain in her shoulder not letting her
forget, as she neared the summit she began to see
the tops of the tower blocks she had witnessed
not so long ago.
As she stood atop of that grassy hill the
desolation and abandonment of what she was
looking at hit her like a hammer blow to the
head; she sank to her knees and let out a piercing
scream.

					THE END

The Dark Mark
He woke slowly, blinking his eyes against the
emerging sunlight labouring through the gap in
the faded curtains. Like most days he spent the
first few minutes gathering his thoughts, trying
to remember why he was bothering any more.
After a time he sat up, moving the worn
bedclothes aside and starting the daily routine:
pull on his slippers, open the curtains, wash his
face, light the stove and put the kettle on. It was
only recently that he’d got out of the habit of
checking the doormat for post, he knew none
would be there but it had still taken an effort of
will to stop looking. He sat in the armchair, near
the window in the sitting room, casting his gaze
across the scene outside. Blankly staring at the
almost serene view, which assaulted his senses.
He remembered the kettle with a start and
moved as fast as he could drag his old bones,
back to the small kitchen, lifting it off the heat
and feeling less than apathetic about the tasteless
concoction he made with it. Breakfast was
porridge, again. He hadn’t been able to get hold
of sugar so it was plain but, letting out a short

discordant cackle, he’d always said that was how
he liked his food. He broke his fast in silence,
staring longingly at the old radio sitting on the
mantelpiece, unplugged and probably no longer
even serviceable.
After washing his face he dressed swiftly. Getting
down to the beach wasn’t easy and he cursed
under his breath as he remembered how he used
to rise at five, to be standing in the surf before
sunrise. The waders slowed his progress slightly
but after fifty (or was it sixty?) years of pulling
them on, not by much. Opening the front door
of the apartment he stepped in to the caustic
sea air. He had been pleased when they had
found this place, a serviced block of apartments
near enough the sea to walk. Of course they
had lived on the top floor facing inland when
they moved in, mostly due to finances but also
because she had liked the idea that she could see
to the horizon, and the impression of civilisation
sprawling across the concrete landscape. He
pulled the door closed, it protested and he
thought he would have to try and find some kind
of lubricant to help with its aching joints.

the tip of his rod weaved and bounced through
He walked through the fog past the playground, the trunks and limbs, however there was little
deserted of course. The early morning dew hung possibility of becoming entangled, the wizened
timber was more likely to break than his rod.
limply from the cold metalwork. Shrugging
he headed for the small, decrepit wood which
Emerging from the gnarled undergrowth the
separated the ugly tower block from the cliffs,
sunlight was just starting to warm the air. The
rocks and water beyond. As he proceeded the
ground sloped sharply down to meet the banks
mist thickened. He opened the gate, closing
of sand, silt and pebbles. The tattered remains of
it again behind himself. Once a country boy,
always a country boy was the unbidden thought a breakwater stood out in the reflected light from
that brushed past the outer reaches of his mind the grey sky. As he walked past he carried out
his customary salute to the solitary post, which
as he pushed the latch back in to place.
looked like a soldier standing guard over the
structure.
The trees rose formidably out of the white air
as he trampled across the dry grass. When he
As he walked on the gravel turned to sand, the
reached the edge of the wood he was surprised
sounds of the calm sea ware replaced by the
to find that there were still leaves lying on the
hissing of sand grains being worn slowly to
ground, but then there was no reason for them
nothingness by the patient ocean. He turned
to rot away, apathy appeared to have set in. Or
briefly to glance at the old castle, still standing
should that be entropy? The moss on the rocks
proud on the outskirts of the tide line, and
had become brittle and withered. The trees,
which had once seemed sturdy were now gnarled wondered how many thousands of years it
and crumbling. The mist was slowly clearing. As would be before it, too, was hammered into its
constituent atoms by the never-ending onslaught
he picked his way between the dead branches

of the briny water.
The sandy walk was hard on his tired old
muscles. He wondered absently if he would
be able to continue with the rigmarole of
dragging his ageing body out here much longer,
concluding that he might not need to if he could
just catch that single elusive fish he had been
hunting, for what seemed like an eternity.
The stillness of the water was surprising,
although when he thought about it the weather
did seem to have been settling in to a new
pattern recently. He assumed it was to do with
what had happened, but the contemplation
seemed futile and he gave up before he started.
Walking further along the deserted beach
he stared indifferently at the scenery he had
passed so many times before, which became
more constructed, less natural. Bringing back
memories of when there were people here.
The artificial harbour loomed. The long disused
beacons marking the entrance also had an
anthropic feel, staring towards the distant

horizon. He noticed the sun was still hidden
beneath the waterline and quickened his
faltering pace, to try and reach The Mark before
the first visible fingers of burning hydrogen
started to push through the heavy layer of cloud.
The angular, angry blocks of limestone marked
the start of the same site he had been coming
to, for years immemorial now. He remembered
showing her the roughly hewn surface, the traces
of fossilised organisms, some of which stared
from the rock as if they were surprised to be
there. He contemplated whether there would
be any such traces of humanity in 10, 20 or 50
million years’ time. Unlikely, from the look of
the place as it stood now.
Like a childhood vision of a space rocket, the tip
of the old lighthouse pointed its ghostly finger
into the murky gloom of the morning sky. He
stood a while and stared at the small island it
stood upon, coughing as he trawled his memory
for the dream he once entertained of residing
in such a place, living by himself, surrounded

castaway household items and clothing, rise up
and down on the pitching surface of the water.
After so many attempts, from one end of this
forsaken coast to the other, he had eventually
decided this was the place. It seemed fitting and,
even though the hope he had initially clung to
had slowly ebbed to the nothingness which his
life had become, he still felt the thrill of the chase
as the fabricated insect bobbed up and down.
Suddenly the rod juddered in his hands. For
a moment he was too stunned to realise what
was happening, then instinct took over and his
Another half a mile and he reached the spot
face contorted into a mask of concentration. He
known locally as “The Dark Mark”. The wet
rocks protruding from the water were jagged and couldn’t believe it was finally happening, was this
really it? But there was still the matter of landing
uncompromising, the slimy algae tipping you
the damned thing to contend with.
into the angry water if you tried to get a stable
The tip of the rod trembled, as if it was suffering
footing on the slanted surface. The name had
started amongst the older members of the fishing from delirium tremens. He waited, as patiently
as the tide until he felt a definite tug on the line.
community many moons ago. The area was
famed for the mist, which remained even when He made the strike and was rewarded with a
tremendous pull from the creature at the other
the surrounding areas were bright and breezy.
Without any prelude he cast his line out and held end of the nylon. He tried to work out how the
animal could be so strong with so little to eat,
his breath, watching the coarse black fly, made
from materials he had been able to salvage from but then remembered he was hardly in prime
by water, separated from humanity by a
psychological and a physical barrier. He looked
back on the recollection with a mix of fondness
and the recently acquired knowledge that it
probably wouldn’t have been so much fun.
Of course, as had been the way with these things
the lighthouse keepers had all been replaced
decades ago, by automated management systems
which themselves had now ground to a halt.

condition himself. It would be interesting to see
who won the battle, although it wouldn’t affect
the outcome of the war.
After ten minutes of fighting his hands were
red raw, but there was nothing to lose so he
held fast, giving the handle a turn whenever the
line sagged. Eventually he saw the fish leap out
of the water in protest at the treatment it was
receiving. He stared at the beautiful sight and
renewed his attack, mobilising muscles which
hadn’t felt action in years. The surf now washed
over the tired beast, which was finally showing
signs of exhaustion, still struggling but reaching
the limits of its physical capabilities. Slowly but
surely he hauled it from the water to rest, tail
flailing, on the stony beach.
A smile spread slowly across his weathered face.
There was no getting away from the finality
of the situation. The pallid scales reflected the
barely perceptible sunlight as he reached into his
rucksack, pulling out the priest. Raising it, he
dispatched the fish as humanely as he could, after
all it deserved his full and devoted attention.
There would never be another like it!

The creature stopped twitching. He reverently
laid its bleeding form on a rock, far enough from
the sea to be safe. Carefully he disassembled and
folded his rod, end-over-end, placing it next
to the fish. After a few minutes he gathered his
thoughts, picked his rod up in one hand, hooked
the fingers of his other through the gill covers
of the animal then took one last look in to its
lifeless eyes and walked on along the beach.
The area of the coast, which he had named
“The Wasteland”, for the shards of industry and
fishing which had been washed up and left by
the tide, to evaporate on the smooth rock floor
as the wind and waves did their work, was a
little easier going on his elderly, lethargic feet.
The breeze was picking up, as if it was hoping
to play a part in the day’s events after remaining
silent for so long, dragging the clouds into angry
looking fists. He paid it little heed, marching
past the twisted wreckage of some long disused
machinery without a glance, just one more
wreckage amongst a landscape of dead things.

He stopped at a bench, resting his bones from
the pounding he had been repeatedly doling
out to them for the past aeon. He sat at the right
end, more through force of habit than due to any
need to leave space for another human being.
The fish lay beside him, the rod resting against
his leg. He tried to remember the events that had
led to his current existence. They came back in
clumsy fragments, surrounded by despondency.
He had been ill just after they had moved in to
the housing block. “Sea views” the brochure
had stated, but only if you didn’t mind seeing
the water through a haze of dust from the
building site which was threatening to destroy
the woodland nearby. The top floor was actually
quite accessible, until he got sick! He still wasn’t
sure what had been wrong with him, and
would never find out now, but it had saved his
existence.
He had missed the details, only catching hints
from the news, which soldiered on for a couple
of weeks, then on the slowly failing automated
radio broadcasts. There had been some kind
of storm, the remnants of the more resilient

scientists thought it may have been something to
do with a burst of unprecedented radiation from
the sun; or a passing meteorite throwing out an
unidentifiable hazardous material; or a geological
catastrophe releasing something toxic which had
been hidden deep under the ocean floor. From
what he had heard it sounded like they didn’t
really know themselves and were only theorising,
fantasising or maybe just hallucinating. But
by the time he was well enough to listen all
the scientists were deteriorating and unable to
offer any further conjectures. In fact everybody
was suffering, apart from him! He guessed that
whatever had happened must have been a low
lying thing, maybe a virus, possibly some kind
of heavy element radiation. He was no physicist,
his knowledge of the physical sciences was
reasonable, but a rocket scientist he was not.
By the time he had recovered enough to make it
through the front door there were very few signs
of life remaining. The sickness hadn’t acted fast
enough to leave victims strewn across the land,
people had felt unwell, gone to bed and stayed
there. But there were multitudes of animals.

Fields were littered with livestock. He stayed
away from anywhere that might contain such
sights but then discovered quite by accident,
after straying too close to a farm while looking
for supplies, that the bodies were decomposing
without the usual unappetising side effects, they
didn’t smell, there was just a kind of gradual
melting away of the remains. It seemed like there
were no biological forces acting upon them.
Then it struck him, if there were no microbes
it meant that whatever had happened had
wiped out all life, maybe denaturing the organic
chemicals which powered living things.
This was when he started looking for canned
goods in preference. Thankfully there were
many such things, but it didn’t take long to find
out that, after opening, they lasted very little
time before losing their taste, and a couple of
experiments showed that after a day they were
inedible. He wondered if the same processes
would take his body, but two years later he was
still soldiering on. He thought he was probably
the last organism on the planet!
Then, one day, after a reconnaissance to an

unexplored supermarket warehouse, two days
trek away (the petrol had suffered the same fate
as other organic materials), he stopped at the
beach and tried to think happy thoughts about
the times he had fished this very coast, when
the ocean had teemed with life. Then, from the
corner of his eye there had been a familiar shape
in the waves, he had turned, blinking against
the dim sunlight, to see a tail disappearing
into the water. It was definitely a fish, his mind
hadn’t forsaken him yet, but that couldn’t be!
Everything was dead. Then he reminded himself
that he was still breathing and clapped his hands
together in excitement, resolving there and then
to catch the lonely survivor.
From that day he had returned, again-and-again,
to the same spot. Bringing all his gear with him,
casting and waiting, until he had all but given
up hope. But now it was done! The bulging eye
stared lifelessly at him, there was no going back.
He had won the battle, and probably the war too,
now he came to think of it. His great plan wasn’t
particularly clever or complex but it would make
life much simpler.

He picked the fish up again, leaving the carbon
fibre pole to its fate, wondering what the half-life
of such a material might be as he walked towards
the old pier, which was surviving well, having
undergone no maintenance in at least three
years. Walking along the seasoned boards he
looked down towards the sea, beneath his feet.
Asking himself how he would feel? If he would
feel?
The pier wasn’t a particularly interesting one so
he gazed out, hoping he might catch another
flash of scales as he strolled, to give himself
a reason to get up tomorrow, but there was
only the calm rippling of the ocean waiting
indifferently for the inevitable. When he reached
the edge of the decking the finned corpse was
given its last rights, or at least he bowed his head
and shed a tear, as he wiped its mucous from
his fingers with an old handkerchief. Looking
at the poor thing he pondered one last time,
what had the creature been eating? There must
be something out there! But whatever it was
it wasn’t a vertebrate, he would have seen if it
was anything obvious, so his only thought was

plankton or single celled life forms which hadn’t
succumbed to the effects of the plague.
Taking off his hardhat he put it next to the
fish. As he stripped off the cool breeze made
his weary joints twinge, he continued anyway.
When he was done the clothes were in a neat
pile next to the body, he wiped the involuntary
tear from his face with the back of his still slimy
hand, before reaching out, for the small gate
which allowed access to the lower parts of the
structure he was standing on. The gate creaked
open and he carefully stepped on to the topmost
rung of the ladder. Nearing the swelling surface
his foot slipped on the smooth wet metal. How
ironic would it be to slip and fall into the water,
knocking himself unconscious? This had to be a
premeditated act. Based on a choice. Made by a
human being.
As the waves lapped at his feet he almost pulled
away, but his resolve was strong enough and
the water was surprisingly warm, permanent
summer seemed to have set in, albeit a shadowy
version of what he would class as summer. When
his shoulders were finally under he took one

last breath then pushed himself towards the sea
floor, through the clear water. He knew he had
made the right decision as there wasn’t a single
living thing anywhere within sight, even with
the magnification offered by the beautifully
translucent sea. The planet was dead and it was
only right that he was joining it.
Reaching the bottom he found a loop of
discarded metal embedded in cracked concrete
and held on as if his life…or death, depended
on it. Asphyxiating wasn’t as unpleasant as he
had imagined it would be and as his strength
dwindled so did the pain. Suddenly he was
stricken by a wave of nausea, which seemed
to wash memories through his diminishing
synapses, greying images flashed in front of his
closed eyes. The first mullet he ever caught, his
first kiss with Evelyn, moving into their first
house, getting married. The images moved faster
and became more intense as they barrelled
towards the present and the inevitable climax.
The blinding images stopped and were replaced
by calm coherent thoughts again. Fishing had
become a sport, but it had started as a means of

surviving in a harsh world. It was primal, and it
was fitting that this was how it would end.
And if the fish had found a food source then
maybe there would be complex life again in
another billion years’ time, but right now his
vision was blurring as his body tried to take on
oxygen which it couldn’t extract from the H2O
surrounding him.
His final philosophical thought drifted, like the
calm sea, through his head.
The last man, catching the last fish. Then
descending in to the everlasting, emotionless,
apathetic ocean, the original source and ultimate
extinguisher of life.

					The End

DARK VISIONS
Interview

In this interview we talk with Rob Knight organiser and photographer for the
Darkvisions exhibition at Patchings Art Centre. We get to learn about his motivation
for putting together the exhibition, and why he believes he’s an outdoor photographer
rather than someone who just takes landscape photos. Rob shares with us his thoughts
on collaborating with writers for the first time; he provides some practical advice to
photographers, and a little bit of personal backstory and experiences which form the
basis for Rob’s keynote speech entitled ‘The Experiential Landscape’ which he presented
at the opening event for Dark Visions.
Why don’t you introduce yourself and tell us a little about you?
Hi I’m Rob Knight and I am a landscape / outdoor photographer. My creative
journey has been a long one, often punctuated with a quest or longing to
understand my creative drive and find a vehicle with which I can transpose it.
Ever since I was a child I have always had an interest in some form of creative
pastime or other, but as an active child who very much focused on sport and most
notably football I always found it difficult to develop the time to pursue my creative
urges. More so I was never a person who considered themselves creative, which
when I reflect is something that was perpetuated by my experience of education
through school.
Notably my experience of arts education through secondary level education reenforced this notion of not having a creative side as I was repeatedly told by my
art teacher that I wasn’t creative and that I should look to explore more technical
subjects……….. The culmination of my battles with creative subjects at school came
when my art teacher advised me a piece of work was rubbish and he purposely
tipped the brush pot water all over my work.
That said, I had many a ‘great’ and inspiring teacher in other subjects which when
we reflect back actually had a profound effect on my overall creative journey. My
Geography teacher Mr Mitchell and my Humanities teacher Mr Thompson both
ignited a spark of exploration and interest in both the physical world around
us and the people and processes that inhabit it. The passion these two teachers
exuded really engaged my imagination about our planet, its margins and the world
/ societies around us. As a landscape / outdoor photographer I look back at the
profound effect these two guys had on my art with great admiration. I truly believe
without this spark of exploration that they instilled my connectivity with the
landscape and my passion for it would not be as strong as it is.

My learning journey was shaped by these inspiring teachers through University,
going on to study both Geography and Urban Studies. Although I do not actively
work directly in a profession that is of literal connection to my studies my work in
higher education is again something that on reflection has been inspired by those
tiny seeds set many years ago.
It is this desire to spark exploration and interest in others which drives my
photography workshops and teaching we offer. We aim to inspire that same sense
of personal connectivity to both the landscape and to photography as a creative
pastime often helping others define their creative vision and understand their
personal creative drive.
In this exhibition you’ve produced both urban and landscape images – do you
have a preference of either?
I know there are many photographers who class themselves as ‘landscape
photographers’ and although much of my work is predominantly landscape in
origin or inspiration I prefer to class myself more so as an outdoor photographer
rather than being constrained by a specific narrow label. My interest in the physical
environment (landscape) is well documented but I am equally intrigued by the
relationship we have as humans to our physical environment, whether that be in
the form of urban and rural conurbations or the way we utilise and impact on the
environment through our industrial and commercial processes.
As a child of the Midlands and someone who spends a lot of time on the North
East of England I am drawn to the heavy industry which has shaped and defined
our environment as well as the communities that inhabit it. As I reflect on my
inspirations and experiences which define me as a photographer I am very much
aware of the role our heavy industries have played in defining our nation, the way
it shaped our communities and on the flip side the way the loss of these traditional
heavy industries has impacted on those very communities that grew up around
them.
Much of my photography is about looking for beauty in situations or locations
where we may not overtly see or consider beauty. My experiences lead me to
consider how I represent these very locations. I’m drawn as a creative to black and
white or monochrome to help me convey the form, feeling and essence of locations
I photograph.
I will equally use colour when the subject and medium suites, often as I say to
represent the stark beauty of locations often linked to industrial process. The image

below taken at Paddy’s Hole on South Gare (Teesside) is one of my favourite colour
images.

scenes which whilst stunningly beautiful are often very well covered by other
photographers. My connection to the landscape is shaped by my experiences and
creative journey which is something I always aim to get through in the images I
make.
As the photographer what was your thinking & motivation behind the ‘Dark
Visions’ concept?
The Dark Visions series is something that has grown and evolved over the last five
years, I dare say when I took my first image it wasn’t a conscious decision to ‘start a
project’ although there are projects where I have planned the inception and journey.

To the viewer the colour tones and tranquillity define a calm and peaceful beauty,
but I love the juxtaposition of the hint of industry in the distance and to anybody
who visits this location for the first time they are immersed in the less than obvious
beauty, decaying sea vessels and the acrid smell of heavy industry from the nearby
steel works and chemical plants. The location in itself is one that intrigues me with
it’s history and sense of detachment from nearby Redcar / Middlesborough. The
fisherman who still spend time either in their community of huts or heading out
in their boats even though the commercial presence of fishing from this location
is long gone are of great interest to me and will in the future form a focus for a
dedicated project exploring their belligerent desire to cling on to their tradition and
community on the Gare.
Even exploring my personal motivations and creative vision I am not averse
to capturing the obvious beauty of a landscape, living in Sheffield close to the
magnificent Peak District it’s fair to say I am spoilt for choice. I will also happily
travel to ‘honey pot’ locations to capture classic landscape images, but I find myself
drawn to exploring my personal image making more than capturing these classic

It’s difficult to pinpoint the exact moment when Dark Visions became a project,
probably around half way through the period and this would have been inspired
by my growing understanding of how my past experiences have begun to shape my
photography. Often photographers are asked about epiphany moments and again on
reflection maybe this occurred when that seed was sown to explore my interest and
connectivity with the landscape inspired by two inspirational teachers. So you could
say the project has been around twenty five years in evolution with my photography
being the creative vehicle I have chosen to explore these connections with? I’ve
found it quite a cathartic and enlightening journey highlighted by reflection
especially in considering these questions for this interview. There are dare say many
deep seated emotions and feelings we unearth through the process of ‘creativity’
and writing has also been a valuable part of my journey both in the form of this
interview but also through my journal which I am transitioning into a regular blog
on my web site…………. I look forward to seeing where this journey takes me and
inspires my creativity.
I’m a massive advocate of both collaboration, social media and the social
construct of understanding / creativity which has been the guiding inspiration
behind reviewing the body of work I have created for Dark Visions and being
inspired to explore how collaboration could further add different layers of
meaning / understanding to the work. We regularly curate the annual ‘Connected’
photography exhibition at Patchings and have over the last seven odd years bought
photographers together of all styles and levels to exhibit their work on a par with no
distinguishing differences between enthusiasts and pro’s. Connected has been really
successful and grown immeasurably over the years to where we are today so when I
approached my solo photography exhibition I knew I wanted to bring in some form
of collaboration to explore different media /arts but importantly I was interested in
interpretations other creative would make using my images as inspiration.

Rob, how do you feel that two writers have taken the Dark Visions images and
interpreted it to create very different written pieces?
It’s been a great experience working with two writers and seeing how their personal
interpretations have evolved through the iterations ‘en route’ to their final pieces.
The things that have struck me have been the similarities in the creative process,
especially in how we all as creative draw on our past experiences and perceptions
in creating our artistic outputs. Writing is no different, what Steve and Dan have
done is taken a body of my images and connected with different images in different
ways. As a creative the key thing we look for in making an artistic response is
that hopefully somewhere someone will form a connection with it and make an
emotional response.
I’m not particularly disheartened if someone has an adverse reaction to one of my
images, if they are compelled to express the fact they do not like it or it makes them
feel a certain way they do not like I think we have achieved as much as someone
making an overtly positive response to our images……… ultimately it’s about
emotional responses.
One of the great things I have taken from the writing was the inspiration to create a
‘final’ image piece for the series and this is one of the new images that I will debut at
the exhibition when we launch at Patchings on the 27th September. The final image
entitled ‘Dark End’ was my response to reading and connecting with both Steve
and Dan’s written pieces…… I guess in a way you can say we have come full circle
within the creative cycle here.
Is this the first collaborative exhibition you’ve done? How have you found the
shared experience?
As I mentioned previously I work with many photographers year on year on the
collaborative ‘Connected’ exhibition. We are now in our eighth year for this project
which aims to harness the power and benefits of social media to bring together
a diverse range of photographers and give everyone a chance to have their work
exhibited at a world renowned arts venue.

One of the key things that drives me is the work we do with Patchings both through
exhibitions, teaching and via the annual arts festival. It might be my slightly
mischievous attitude that I love to challenge perceptions, preconceptions and
the status quo! I guess you could say I’m looking to make a positive disruption.
My experience of photography within the art world has been one of quite wide
snobbery and a preconception from many that photography isn’t really art.
Thankfully I am not alone in this quest and Chas Wood and the family at Patchings
are equally passionate about art being something for everyone and that there a no
constraints to how you can display your creative genius.
I truly believe we are all creative, everyone is a genius in that sense but as Einstein
said “Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it
will live its whole life believing that it is stupid” As I reflect and apply that to my
early experiences of trying to be creative in education then challenging the status
quo and accepted norms becomes a passionate importance to me. Photography is
equally valid as a creative art form, there are no rights or wrongs in art for me as
long as you express yourself and make your comment.
In some work we started last year at Patchings Art Festival with other ‘togs’ and
in chatting with Steve Watkins (Editor of Outdoor Photography magazine) we
conceived the concept of ‘the great debate’ for next year’s festival to address these
very preconceptions and arguments about the validity and place of photography
within art. We are really enthused about this and hope it will provide a very
interactive and engaging final event within the photography marquee at next year’s
festival. Yes there may be disagreements during the course of the debate but we
hope it will help people find some common ground or consensus about art and the
creative processes no matter which media or form of expression is used.
I’d say watch this space and get yourself down to the arts festival in June 2015 as it’s
always a great four days, the Glastonbury of the arts world for me, and ‘The Great
Debate’ promises to be exciting.
Returning to the Dark Visions collaboration it’s definitely been an inspiring one, I
love to see how other people see or express their creativity and certainly hope our
visitors will be equally inspired by the creative collaboration.

I am already planning a geo-location based project and collaboration with two
What would be your advice to someone who wants to take up photography?
further artists for 2015/16 where I hope to bring photography, traditionally accepted
arts and music together into a project and ultimately a multimedia exhibition
It’s a tricky one really that one! My main advice would be to enjoy what you do as
experience.
this is always the bedrock for any creative pastime / endeavour and it will help you
get ‘in the zone’ or find your element as Sir Ken Robinson terms it. As with any

process of learning something the more you enjoy it and are engaged and inspired
by it the more you will learn and the quicker you will learn.
Everyone learns in different ways and at different paces, some are more visual
learners, others more auditory in their learning styles and many are ‘doers’ or
learning through the experience of doing. The key is to find a learning style that
suites you and run with it.
I truly believe we can all learn the technical skills to improve our photography
over time, but for me and one thing we do a lot of work with people on during
our workshops is to help people understand ‘who they are’ creatively and what
their creative inspiration and ultimately vision are. These are some of the key
considerations as we develop as creative or photographers and ones which will be
the most transformative for us in our journey.

Anyone taking up photography I would advise them to also never stop looking
around them, learning to ‘see’ moments even when they don’t have a camera in
hand. Look around and utilise the internet and social media to learn from others
and their outputs, initially you may want to challenge yourself to replicate but
eventually as part of the learning journey you will begin to impart your own
experiences and vision into the image you make.

It’s important along the way to take on board advice of others especially those who
are more experienced, deconstruct this advice and work out how best to use it but
never let anyone question your motives or creativity, believe in yourself and always
ALWAYS make images for yourself and to please yourself. If you follow this path and
develop a deep connection to your photography and subjects this will show in your
images…. You will love them all the more and your enthusiasm will exude from
your images which will ultimately connect with others. Some may like your work,
I always advise people never to see the learning of anything as a one stop process, it’s some may not! But if you can elicit some kind of emotional response to your images
dynamic, ongoing and truely lifelong.
then you’ve created an interaction. As with any art of creative process as long as you
create / produce there is no right or wrong……… the main thing is you have made
For me we never stop learning and developing our creative journey we are almost
a comment and it’s your vision and your endeavour.
continual iterations of ourselves. It’s important to reflect on our learning, look at
where we are and how we got there, what worked what didn’t……. look at where we Finally we’ll return full circle, always ensure you are having fun and enjoy your
want to be and how we can use our past experiences to help us move towards our
photography. Experiment and try different styles to tell your story as this will stop
goals on our creative journey.
you feeling stale and maintain the fun and inspiring element which you will find
fuels creativity.
I’m loathed to talk too much about kit, as for me too many get too hung up on
the badge on the kit rather than the creative output. My advice would be to find a
As someone who not only juggles work and a growing family, When/how do you
camera that suites your style, that feels part of you and your creative process and
find time for photography?
learn to understand how you can use it to develop your creative inner vision into
your images.
I have to say that it depends how you look at your creative endeavours, in the past I
may have got frustrated with the time I could possibly dedicate to my photography,
I will shoot both film and digital, from expensive kit to cheap ‘toy cameras’
but if you take a step back and actually look at it differently you begin to think more
depending on the creative output I am looking to create. I’d advise anyone to have
creatively about when / where you head out on a shoot.
a dabble with film photography to remove the immediacy of what digital brings us.
In the field it slows us down with our image making and makes us think more about Rather than heading hundreds of miles to make a far off beach for sunrise you
the number of images we make as we attach a value to them given the cost of the
start to explore locations much closer to home that you can visit early in a morning
film and getting it processed (we can do it ourselves though ;-) …).
whilst the family sleep and still be back to have breakfast with everyone or you
actually pick locations off and set out earlier on days when you are in the office.
Film also gives us time and separation between the trip or adventure out to make
the image and when we post process the image often allowing us to look on our
So rather than seeing a busy life as a constraint on your image making I’ll turn it on
output more subjectively with less attachment to the day we made the shot and the
its head and suggest it’s actually an incredible opportunity. As you start to explore
daft time of day we may of got up and walked 30 miles in the pouring rain ;-)
locations closer to home and lesser known locations not the traditional ‘honey pot’

locations you start to get a deeper affinity for a location and begin to explore it’s
nuances and delectable differences in even the worst of weathers.
As part of your creative process this deeper affinity with a location and getting out
in weather others may not allow you to start making very personal images which tell
your story rather than replicating the classic landscape images we see in magazines
and on the image sharing web sites. So, situations which others may see as a
constraint on your photography I see as an invaluable and incredible opportunity to
hone my work to a more personal style.
I must also say I am very lucky in that Karen (my partner) is half the creative force
behind RK Photographic and is an immense help and support in running our
workshops as well as doing at least half of the work when it comes to organising and
making happen the ‘Connected’ collaborative exhibition.
Family is one of my biggest inspirations for my photography, the creative energy
and enthusiasm my kids give me certainly drives me on and it’s great that we can all
enjoy the experience of walking across some of the stunning landscape our country
offers us, we are so lucky!
My son has a real interest in history and my daughter in the natural world so in
getting out together with our interests in the countryside or the city means we are
never short of things to talk about and I find it truly inspiring the way kids see
things with awe and amazement. Often these things we take for granted so my kids
of are great reminder to me to look at the world around me with a more childlike
eye and imagination which can be a great tool for thinking more creatively about
your photography.
I always try and remind myself “never loose that feeling of awe or inquisitive
exploration, always keep asking questions”
Why do you prefer photography, as a creative endeavour, compared to say
writing?
Although photography is my main creative output, as I touched on earlier writing
also has a key part to play in my creative journey through my journal and my
blogging.
I am also exploring the use of more video as a medium to encompass a more
multimedia approach to my creative projects. I think it’s critical in an increasingly

multimedia media world that were are all ‘digitally literate’ although I do hate that
term to some extent. We all need to develop an explorative approach to literacies to
enable us to actively explore and utilise which ever media and creative outputs exist
to enable us.
I certainly love the fact that my photography gets me out into some beautiful
and interesting places and this is one of the driving factors behind my love for
photography. I am also lucky to meet some truly interesting and inspiring people
through my work, the social affordances photography brings us in allowing us
to connect and collaborate with an active and engaging world of photographers
through social media is truly inspiring.
Maybe deep down, the technical side of photography allows me to get into my
element more than I can with a paint brush or pencils for example………… and
this is purely a personal choice given the technical portion of my psyche.
If people want to know more about you or your photography how can they get in
contact?
The best place to visit is our web site: www.rkphotographic.com here you can view
our galleries, find out more about me including my latest award of Accredited
Adobe Education Trainer which I am rather proud.

Visitors can find out more about our photographic workshops, 1to1’s and bespoke
creative training as well as catch up and interact with us on the blog.
Folks can buy prints of any of the images in both mine and Karen’s galleries which
we print, frame and mount to the highest professional standards thanks to a great
partnership we have with Darren & Keith at Picture Parade on Bridge Street
Killamarsh…… these guys have such an attention to detail that nothing leaves their
workshop less than perfect.
E: learning@rkphotographic.com
T: @RKphotographic

I believe you offer photography workshops for people of all abilities, can you tell
us about those?
Absolutely, we’ve been teaching photography for a number of years now via on
location workshops all over the UK, 1to1 training and fully bespoke photographic
training. We pride ourselves on our innovative methods of ensuring we maximise
on location practical time by ‘flipping’ some of the theory training.
Our aim is to offer something unique in the photographic workshop business, after
all there are many photographers running workshops out there, some great some
less than good. I am a firm believer that it takes a certain person to be able to teach
somebody and to inspire them and engage them. There are many great ‘togs’ out
there who wouldn’t want or be able to teach their skills and get across their passion.
We put in an awful lot of work creating detailed and structured learning activities
for all our workshop participants to ensure they have the best possible experience
with RK Photographic…… after all they are paying you their hard earned money
and repeat custom is especially important to us as well as word of mouth. People
can find out more about our workshops and training on the web site www.
rkphotographic.com/workshops and give us a ring any time if they have any
questions.
We launched a series of photographers residential breaks a couple of years ago
to give ‘tog’s of all levels a chance to spend a week in the beautiful North York
moors and coast with fellow ‘tog’s allowing them to immerse themselves in their
photography and develop their creativity and vision. We have been amazed at the
popularity of these breaks and have had great fun leading them in a fantastic part of
the country. The breaks have been so popular we have sold out all the way through
to the end of 2015 and are now booking for 2016!
It’s been brilliant to get feedback from folk about how they’ve enjoyed the
workshops and those who come on the residential breaks say how much their
photography comes on within a relatively short space of time compared to months
and years toiling beforehand…………. It just goes to show the value of immersion
and the power of working with others to explore your image making.
We’ve some exciting plans ahead including breaks in the beautiful landscape of
Skye and some unique photography excursions on and along the waterways of the
midlands to give photographers a whole new perspective and view of the area as
well as a fantastic creative and relaxed learning environment.

We shall keep reviewing and adding to our teaching services over the coming
months and years, currently as well as the above mentioned we also deliver online
training, mentoring, portfolio review and assessment, interactive lectures and talks
to name but a few of our extended services as well as exploring how we can use
Augmented Reality to support our teaching & learning offering and exhibition
delivery.
I sometimes wonder where I’ll find time for personal photography ;-)
Where can people view your work on-line?
www.rkphotographic.com
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